Primo

Search *Everything* to access Moffett Library’s resources from a single search box -- including books, journals, articles, media, databases, and digital resources! Primo allows you to save queries, organize saved items in folders, and select similar articles using *Recommendations*.

Recommended Resources

**CINAHL Complete** *(Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health)*

Provides full text and indexing for journals from the fields of nursing, biomedicine, alternative/complementary medicine, consumer health and allied health disciplines. In addition, this database offers access to health care books, nursing dissertations, selected conference proceedings, standards of practice, educational software, audiovisuals and book chapters.

**Business Source Complete**

A comprehensive, business periodical database that includes scholarly journals and covers topics such as management, economics, finance, accounting, and international business. Contains content from full text sources ranging from general business periodicals to academic journals.

**MEDLINE Complete**

Offers access to information from all journals indexed in the National Library of Medicine's MEDLINE file. Provides authoritative medical information on medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system pre-clinical services, and much more.

**Public Administration Abstracts**

Includes bibliographic records covering essential areas related to public administration, including public administration research, public administration theory, and other areas of key relevance to the discipline.

Other Resources

**Academic Search Complete**

Database of peer-reviewed academic journals containing full-text articles, abstracts, and indexing from scholarly publications. The journals offered cover such areas as social sciences, humanities, education, computer sciences, and engineering.
**Business Abstracts with Full Text (H.W. Wilson)**
Contains full-text articles from hundreds of key publications provides access to product evaluations, interviews, biographical sketches, corporate profiles, obituaries, surveys, statistical rankings, book reviews and reports from associations, societies, trade shows, conferences and more.

**Health Reference Center Academic**
Full service resource for health related research. It provides an integrated collection of general interest health and fitness magazines, medical and professional periodicals, reference books and pamphlets.

**Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition**
Provides scholarly full text journals, focusing on many medical disciplines as far back as 1975.

**JSTOR Business**
The collection brings together core titles in economics and finance, including many publications from the leading scholarly societies, with a range of critical research journals in accounting, labor relations, marketing, management, operations research, and risk assessment.

**LexisNexis Academic**
Access to full-text news, business, and legal publications, using a variety of flexible search options. Access to primary source material such as case law, statutes, and regulations, or secondary source materials such as legal news or law reviews for background or analysis of a legal topic.

**PSYCINFO**
Contains citations and summaries of journal articles, (some full text) book chapters, books, technical reports, and dissertations in the field of psychology and psychological aspects of related disciplines, such as medicine, psychiatry, nursing, social work, education, pharmacology, physiology, linguistics, anthropology, business, and law from 1887 to the present.

**Regional Business News**

**WorldCat**
Bibliographic records for books, manuscripts, computer data files, maps, computer programs, musical scores, films and slides, newspapers, journals, sound recordings, magazines, videotapes. This powerful database searches the collections of all the member libraries of OCLC. A direct link to the Interlibrary Loan system makes it easy to check on availability and order items that are not available in our collection.